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Report Highlights

The study examined 1,110 cases in 14 counties, representing 70% of the 1,591 civil asset forfeiture cases filed in Alabama in 2015. It found:

- Courts awarded $2.2 million to law enforcement agencies in 827 disposed cases.
- In a quarter of the cases filed, criminal charges were not brought against the person whose property was seized, resulting in the forfeiture of more than $670,000.
- The state won 84% of disposed cases against property owners not charged with crime.
- In 55% percent of cases where criminal charges were filed, the charges were related to marijuana. In 18% of cases where criminal charges were filed, the charge was simple possession of marijuana and/or paraphernalia.
- In 64% of cases where criminal charges were filed, the defendant was black (African Americans comprise 27 percent of state’s population).
- In half of the cases, the amount of cash was $1,372 or less.
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Executive Summary

On August 15, 1822, the brig Palmyra, an armed privateer commissioned by the King of Spain, was captured on the high seas by the USS Grampus. Accused of violating the 1819 Piracy Act, the Palmyra was sent to South Carolina to await judgment.¹

Though the crew was “guilty of plunder,”² no law existed under which its members could be punished,³ so no one was convicted of any crime. The Spanish government, claiming its flag had been “insulted and attacked” and its property stolen, demanded that the Palmyra be returned to its owner.⁴

The U.S. Supreme Court determined that the ship was properly forfeited, ruling that it was permissible for the state to take property that had facilitated criminal activity, despite the fact that no person was convicted of a crime.⁵

Nearly two centuries later, law enforcement agencies across America are using a process known as civil asset forfeiture to take and keep billions of dollars in currency, vehicles, houses, land and weapons – even items like TVs – under the same legal reasoning. This property is taken not from pirates who lie beyond the jurisdictional reach of the United States, but rather from ordinary people who can easily be taken into custody, charged and tried if the state believes they committed a crime.

Today’s use of civil asset forfeiture, in other words, is unmoored from its historical justification of imposing penalties when authorities could not convict a person suspected of crime. This lack of a link to the original use of civil forfeiture raises numerous questions, including whether it is the wrong process to meet the state’s otherwise legitimate interests of confiscating the fruit of crimes.

In the 1980s, with the advent of the War on Drugs, civil asset forfeiture was sold to the public as a tool for taking the ill-gotten gains of drug kingpins. In practice, however, it has become a revenue stream for law enforcement – but one whose burden falls most heavily on the most economically vulnerable.

In Alabama, as in numerous other states, the process is opaque, mostly applied to people who are not drug kingpins, and fraught with enormous potential for abuse.

This study found that in half of the 1,110 cases examined in Alabama, the amount of cash involved was $1,372 or less. This suggests that prosecutors have extended the use of civil forfeiture beyond its original intent of pursuing leaders of international drug cartels. And since typical attorney fees add up to well over $1,372 – often running into the thousands for the multiple pleadings and court appearances a civil forfeiture case can entail – this means law enforcement can take these relatively small amounts of money from Alabamians, secure in the knowledge that they will never be asked to return it. Indeed, this study found that in more than half the disposed cases (52 percent), the property owner never attempted to contest the forfeiture, resulting in a default judgment – an easy win – for the state.

Making matters worse, there is no state law requiring agencies to track or report the assets they seize – and no requirement that they account for how they use the property or the proceeds that are subsequently forfeited.

To track the property seized and forfeited under civil asset forfeiture laws in the state, Alabama Appleseed Center for Law and Justice and the Southern Poverty Law Center reviewed court records in the 1,110 cases filed in 14 counties in 2015, comprising approximately 70 percent of all such cases filed statewide that year.

The study shows that, in those 14 counties:

• Seventy agencies – including police departments, city governments, district attorneys’ offices, sheriffs’ offices and inter-agency drug task forces – were awarded $2,190,663 by the courts in 827 cases that were disposed.

• Courts awarded law enforcement agencies 406 weapons, 119 vehicles, 95 electronic items
In a quarter of the 1,110 forfeiture cases filed in 2015, the property owner was not charged with a crime.

and 274 miscellaneous items, including gambling devices, digital scales, power tools, houses and mobile homes.

- In 25 percent of the cases, the property owner was not charged with a crime linked to the civil forfeiture action. The state won 84 percent of disposed cases against property owners who were not charged with a crime. Those cases reaped $676,790 for law enforcement.
- In 55 percent of 840 cases where criminal charges were filed, the charges were related to marijuana. In 18 percent of cases where criminal charges were filed, the charge was simple possession of marijuana and/or paraphernalia. In 42 percent of all cases, including those where there were no charges, the alleged offense was related to marijuana.
- In 64 percent of cases where criminal charges were filed, the defendant was African-American, even though African Americans comprise only about 27 percent of Alabama’s population.6

Appleseed and the SPLC also reviewed information about all 1,591 civil asset forfeiture cases filed across the state in 2015. Of the 1,196 that had been resolved by the time of this review in October 2017:7

- 79 percent resulted in favorable verdicts for the state.
- 52 percent of disposed cases were default judgments, meaning the seizures were never challenged in court by the individuals from whom assets were taken.

Civil asset forfeiture cases reside in a peculiar legal netherworld premised on the fiction that objects themselves can be “guilty” of criminal activity. In the time of the Palmyra, civil asset forfeiture laws enabled the government to recover damages and punish offenders by taking the wealth of individuals who were personally beyond the jurisdiction of the United States.

The practice today hardly resembles those origins. Beginning in the 1980s, Congress enacted laws that essentially created a financial incentive for law enforcement to prioritize the War on Drugs. States followed suit by expanding their use of civil forfeiture under state laws.

In addition to the $2.2 million in state forfeitures in 2015, Alabama law enforcement agencies netted $3.1 million from federal forfeitures.

Under Alabama law, a law enforcement officer can seize property if there is probable cause to believe it is tied to certain criminal activity. The owner then has to enter civil court to litigate the permanent loss of title, regardless of whether he or anyone connected to the use of the property in a crime is convicted of, or even charged, with a crime. In most cases, the ultimate burden of proving the property is “innocent” then rests with its owner, turning the notion of “innocent until proven guilty” – a cornerstone of the American justice system – on its head.

While criminal convictions rest on proof “beyond a reasonable doubt,” the government’s standard of proof in a civil forfeiture case is “reasonable satisfaction,” a much lower hurdle. In practice, the “reasonable satisfaction” standard makes it extremely difficult, and often too expensive, for owners to wrest
their property back once the state has taken it. Many owners don’t bother contesting forfeiture, often because the expense would be greater than the amount taken.

The payout structure of civil forfeiture creates a strong incentive for law enforcement to initiate civil asset forfeiture actions. Agencies are permitted to keep up to 100 percent of the proceeds of forfeited property under Alabama law. Under a separate U.S. Justice Department program known as “equitable sharing,” they typically keep 80 percent of the proceeds from forfeitures awarded by federal courts, with the remainder going to the federal government. As this report shows, forfeiture proceeds are typically divvied up among various local and state agencies, including the prosecutors’ offices that handle the cases in court.

With more than $5 million a year coming to Alabama law enforcement agencies through state and federal civil asset forfeiture laws, the profit motive can too easily overshadow the fair administration of justice.

The laws may have been initially intended to punish drug lords, but the results have been far different, snaring mostly low-level offenders and many individuals who are never charged with a crime in the first place.

In effect, civil asset forfeiture has become a money-making venture for law enforcement, to varying degrees among the thousands of jurisdictions. One national study found that more than 60 percent of the 1,400 municipal and county agencies surveyed across the country relied on forfeiture profits as a necessary part of their budget, leading the author to conclude that they were “addicted to the drug war.”

Everyone agrees that no one should be allowed to profit from criminal activity.

But there is also widespread agreement across the ideological spectrum that civil asset forfeiture laws violate the most fundamental tenets of due process in our democracy and are thus manifestly unfair to property owners. In addition, they create the potential for abuse and erode trust in law enforcement.

It’s time for Alabama to end this abusive practice.

Fortunately, a system already exists to ensure that individuals who commit crimes cannot keep the proceeds of their criminal activity.

That system – known as criminal asset forfeiture – combines the process of trying a person and their assets into a single criminal prosecution. If the person is found guilty of the crime, any assets used to facilitate it, and all profits generated by it, are forfeited. With this shift in policy, innocent Alabamians would no longer need to defend their property from the government.

We urge state lawmakers to implement the following recommendations:

• End civil asset forfeiture and replace it with criminal asset forfeiture;
• Strengthen protections for innocent property owners such as spouses, parents and creditors whose property was the product of, or facilitated, alleged criminal activity without their knowledge or consent;
• Require annual, centralized reporting on all seizures and forfeitures and what law enforcement agencies spend forfeiture proceeds on;
• Disincentivize policing for profit by requiring the government to distribute forfeiture proceeds to Alabama’s General Fund instead of allowing law enforcement agencies to keep them; and
• Prohibit Alabama law enforcement agencies from receiving proceeds from federal forfeiture actions.

Detailed recommendations are on page 42.
How Civil Asset Forfeiture Works

Civil asset forfeiture is, at its core, a legal process through which an individual’s property becomes the government’s property. It is accomplished in two distinct steps: seizure, when police take possession of property, and forfeiture, when a civil court determines the government can keep it.

Police are empowered to seize cash or other assets based on probable cause that they are connected in some way to certain criminal activity, even if no one is ever charged with a crime. In practice, this means a single police officer can take money and property based on the mere suspicion that it was used in the commission of a crime or that it was derived from certain criminal activity.

In all criminal cases, the burden is on the government to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused is guilty. But freed from any connection to criminal prosecution, the litigation of property under Alabama’s civil forfeiture laws involves different standards of proof. Specifically, while the initial burden falls on the prosecutor, the low standard of proof in effect means that the suspect or innocent owner claimant must carry the burden of proving that the property is “innocent” of the alleged crime. This turns on its head the notion of “innocent until proven guilty” – a cornerstone of the American justice system – and seriously undermines the property and due process rights that are foundations of our nation’s democracy.

Even if a property owner is never charged with or found guilty of any crime, he might still need to hire a lawyer to get back the cash.

Jamey Vibbert, a car dealer in Dothan, became embroiled in civil asset forfeiture proceedings when prosecutors seized $25,000 he had been paid for two vehicles.
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or other assets seized.

That’s what happened to Jamey Vibbert, a car dealer, past president of the local Rotary Club and member of the Chamber of Commerce in Dothan, Ala. His troubles started in 2015 when $25,097 mysteriously vanished from one of his bank accounts. A few days later, an investigator showed up at Vibbert’s office and told him that he had been indicted in connection with the sale of two vehicles that were involved in a drug investigation. One of his customers had allegedly used illegal drug profits to finance the purchases. A prosecutor later told the Dothan Eagle that the allegations against Vibbert were “kind of akin to money laundering because you know you’re taking dirty money.”

In addition to indicting Vibbert on the completely novel legal theory that he had violated the law when he titled the cars to someone other than the customer who paid him, authorities had seized the money he received for the vehicles, claiming it was the fruit of illegal activity.

Vibbert faced two separate legal proceedings: a criminal trial on the title fraud charge and a civil action related to the state’s attempt to having his money forfeited. A prosecutor later told Vibbert that he had violated the law when he titled the cars to someone other than the customer who paid him, authorities had seized the money he received for the vehicles, claiming it was the fruit of illegal activity.

Vibbert found himself in a tricky situation. He had to prove that he was innocent of the title fraud charge, and then he had to fight to get his money back from the state. The prosecutor who argued the case apologized to Vibbert, but the ordeal was far from over. Even though he had been cleared of wrongdoing, Vibbert was forced to hire a lawyer to fight for his cash in the civil forfeiture action after prosecutors refused to return it. Finally, a judge ordered its return, but he lost about a third of it to legal fees.

By then, Vibbert had lost his dealership – and his reputation. He dropped out of the Rotary Club. He stopped going to church for a year and withdrew from neighborhood social activities. He fell behind on house payments, and the bank foreclosed on a property he owned.

Eventually, he was able to open a new dealership, but because of the damage to his reputation, Vibbert, who used to love working the floor as a salesman, now keeps to a back office and deals with customers as little as possible.

“It’s still a nightmare,” Vibbert said. “It hasn’t ended. I worked so hard to build what I had. And the thing is, how can they do that and get away with it? When they finally found out the truth, they didn’t stop. They didn’t stop! It was just like, ‘We don’t care.’”

**Roots in the drug war**

Though civil asset forfeiture has its roots in admiralty law from centuries past, its modern practice dates to the beginning of the War on Drugs. Seeking to strike at drug kingpins who were in some cases – like the pirates of the Palmyra – beyond the reach of U.S. courts, Congress in 1984 amended the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act to create, among other things, the Department of Justice’s (DOJ) Asset Forfeiture Fund. Under previous versions of the law, the proceeds of forfeited assets went to the Treasury Department. After the 1984 amendment, however, control of forfeited assets was for the first time in law enforcement’s hands.

Its use soon began to soar. The DOJ’s Asset Forfeiture Fund’s yearly income increased by 4,667 percent between 1986 and 2014, from $93.7 million in 1986 to $4.5 billion in 2014. Between 2001 and 2014, the DOJ and the Treasury Department’s forfeiture funds together took in almost $29 billion from civil asset forfeiture. Their combined annual revenue increased 1,000 percent over that period.
As the power of civil asset forfeiture to enrich law enforcement without raising taxes or battling lawmakers over more funding became clear, states started to get in on the action. The DOJ’s “equitable sharing” program allowed local and state agencies to be awarded up to 80 percent of proceeds from civil asset forfeitures that they funneled through federal agencies. States like Alabama changed their own laws, making it easier for law enforcement agencies to profit from civil forfeiture.

**Alabama law**

Today, civil asset forfeiture in Alabama is governed by a morass of statutes that, in practice, leave the property owner responsible for proving the property’s innocence.

One Prohibition-era law allows seizure of prohibited liquors and beverages along with “conveyances, vehicles, and animals used to transport” them, provided the court is convinced the prohibited items were being transported for purposes of illegal sales. A second law, governing controlled substances, states that property can be seized under a variety of circumstances, such as during the course of an arrest or if there is probable cause that it was used, or may be used, in violation of controlled substance laws – including misdemeanors like possession of a single marijuana cigarette.

A third law governs the seizure of pistols from individuals who commit or attempt to commit crimes while armed, those who are forbidden to possess firearms, and those who possess loaded and concealed firearms without a permit. A fourth relates to gambling, allowing for the seizure of money used as bets or stakes, as well gambling devices, records and vehicles used in gambling offenses. There are laws devoted to covering “obscene materials,” computers, surveillance devices; and weapons used in nighttime deer hunting. The Alabama Comprehensive Criminal Proceeds Forfeiture Act permits forfeiture of “any property, proceeds, or instrumentality of every kind, used or intended for use” in connection with any felony offense or a misdemeanor prostitution offense.

The burden of proof varies slightly under these laws and depending on the type of property and who owns it. In general, to succeed in forfeiture proceedings, the government must make only a prima facie showing of evidence that demonstrates to a judge’s “reasonable satisfaction” – an amorphous standard whose meaning varies depending on the venue – that the cash, vehicle, firearm, home or other property was used to facilitate criminal activity or was the fruit of it. If the government successfully makes that showing, it falls to the owner to prove the property is innocent.

**“Innocent owners”**

In the case of the so-called “innocent owner,” in some instances prosecutors do have to meet a higher legal standard. An “innocent owner” is someone whose property, unbeknownst to that person, is used by someone else to facilitate a crime – for instance, a father whose son borrows his car and uses it to transport stolen goods, or a grandmother whose grandson uses her house as a base from which to sell drugs.

In most civil forfeitures involving alleged drug offenses, innocent owners bear the burden of proving that they had no knowledge of and/or did not consent to the offense and could not have reasonably obtained knowledge of the intended illegal use. In some innocent owner cases, however, the burden is on the state to prove the innocent owner or lienholder had knowledge of, or gave consent to, the use of the property in furtherance of a crime.

But just because some innocent owners have a greater chance of getting their property back in some crimes versus other crimes, it doesn’t mean that prosecutors won’t try to take it.

On January 22, 2017, Jessie Giles lent his truck to his son Antwan, a corrections officer at an Alabama prison. Antwan was detained for allegedly attempting to bring food into the prison in violation of prison rules, and a search of the truck turned up illegal drugs and a handgun. The state commenced forfeiture proceedings against the truck and the handgun, naming both Jessie and Antwan in the suit.
Forfeiture Proceeding Leads to Suicide in Chilton County

In the early morning of May 26, 2009, Royce Anthony Williams wrote a goodbye note to his wife, Mara Lynn. He told her he was afraid his legal troubles would cause the couple to lose their house and the 40 acres it stood on in Chilton County.

Then he walked outside, got into his vehicle and shot himself in the head.

Williams, 53, was in the midst of a federal trial on charges related to marijuana plants he had grown on his property. Prosecutors were also seeking the forfeiture of his property.

Mara Lynn called her son, Robert Bradford, then 29. Though he was sad and angry about what his stepfather’s marijuana habit had cost the family, Bradford couldn’t help but think there was something “noble” about Williams’ decision to kill himself rather than let the government take the house he and Mara Lynn had built together on his family’s land.

The sheriff would be disappointed, Bradford thought. The day the property was raided, the sheriff had gazed out the living room window and told Bradford, “This’ll make a great shooting range for training the police department, this property.”

The 40 acres had been in Royce Williams’ family for generations. Williams himself was a union man and motorcycle enthusiast. He also smoked marijuana, mostly to manage chronic pain from multiple surgeries. At some point, he decided to grow it himself, on a small plot of land obscured from view by an old school bus he purchased and fixed up for use by his biker friends.

The couple lived a modest lifestyle. “It was Hamburger Helper, and I had to buy my own first car, and trouble with the bills,” says Bradford. “Mom was a nurse and Royce was with the union, so they were getting by. But we definitely weren’t a drug family.”

Law enforcement thought differently, and on July 27, 2007, a task force mounted a raid, swarming the yard with police vehicles and monitoring the situation from the sky with a helicopter. Bradford, then 27, was fresh out of basic training at Fort Benning when police pounded on the door. Before he had a chance to say he was just visiting and hadn’t lived there in years, they cuffed him.

As deputies in tactical gear overturned furniture and emptied kitchen drawers, a crew wearing orange “Marijuana eradication team” shirts went at Williams’ plants with pruning shears. Others pulled up buried wires that connected Williams’ computer to the internet. A task force interrogated Bradford, demanding to know where Williams was and asking if the place was booby trapped.

Bradford was arrested. Even though he hadn’t lived there in years, authorities claimed he was in “constructive possession” of the property and therefore responsible for everything they found. On the advice of his attorney, he eventually pleaded guilty to possession of drug paraphernalia and paid a $400 fine. The conviction short-circuited his military career.

Williams was arrested, too, and charged with manufacturing more than 100 marijuana plants, possession of a firearm in furtherance of a drug trafficking crime, and possession with intent to distribute marijuana.
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Bradford was arrested. Even though he hadn’t lived there in years, authorities claimed he was in “constructive possession” of the property and therefore responsible for everything they found. On the advice of his attorney, he eventually pleaded guilty to possession of drug paraphernalia and paid a $400 fine. The conviction short-circuited his military career.

Williams was arrested, too, and charged with manufacturing more than 100 marijuana plants, possession of a firearm in furtherance of a drug trafficking crime, and possession with intent to distribute marijuana.

Officers ransacked the house. “It was as though a street gang had done a home invasion,” Bradford recalls. They took Williams’ two beloved classic Harleys, his collection of hunting rifles and $18,400 they found in a shoebox in a finished outbuilding. Some of the items were eventually returned, but the Harleys
were badly damaged from being stored outside, and the expensive scope on one of the rifles had been removed and replaced with a cheap one.

Federal authorities initiated proceedings against the house and the land, claiming the property had “facilitated” Williams’ alleged drug activity and was therefore due to be forfeited to the government.

At his 2009 federal criminal trial, Williams admitted that he regularly smoked marijuana but said he wasn’t a dealer. Bradford testified that he never saw his stepfather sell drugs. But prosecutors persisted, suggesting that Williams couldn’t possibly consume all he produced and implying that Mara Lynn was an unfit mother. “It was so nasty,” Bradford recalls.

At some point, Williams lost hope. Believing that the government would not take his land if he weren’t found guilty, he decided to kill himself.

But his suicide did not stop the government’s case against his property.

Sometimes, Mara Lynn, battling cancer, would come home to find her door draped in police tape and call Bradford, crying. He urged her to stay, and to fight.

She argued that she was an innocent owner and had not consented to Williams’ use of the property to grow marijuana, and ultimately kept the house and property through a settlement. But the battle was costly, and she was deeply in debt when she succumbed to cancer in 2014.

Bradford and his stepbrother inherited the house – and the debt. Bradford assumed responsibility. He refinanced the house, sold off 15 acres of lumber and rented out the trailer he had placed on the property just before his mother died. He and his wife had planned to start their new life together there. Instead, they moved into the house Royce Williams killed himself to protect.

Today, a family picture of Royce, Mara Lynn, Robert Bradford and his stepbrother hangs in the living room, near windows that look out on the land the sheriff hoped to take. The plot where Williams grew marijuana is home to a stand of apple trees.

“I never intended to keep it,” Bradford says. But after all his mother did to stop the forfeiture from going through, “I didn’t want it to go to the bank.”

Agents seized $120,000 from two men in the Montgomery airport. They weren’t charged, but the money was forfeited anyway.

Jessie was not accused of any crime, but it still fell to him to hire an attorney to prove that he had no knowledge of, and did not consent to, Antwan’s alleged use of his truck to bring drugs and a firearm to the prison where he worked. Both Antwan’s criminal case and the forfeiture case against Jessie’s truck were pending as this report was being written.

Guilty until proven innocent

Then there’s the story of Michael Coleman and Jacquard Merritt, two young African-American men who walked into Montgomery Regional Airport with about $120,000 cash one day in 2005, and walked out with nothing.

TSA agents became suspicious after a search of Coleman’s carry-on bag turned up tens of thousands of dollars in cash. Then they searched Merritt and found rolls of cash in his carry-on bag. After they claimed to find a residual amount of marijuana, a drug-sniffing dog “alerted” to the cash, and the DEA seized it.

Coleman and Merritt said they planned to use the money to buy and flip houses – a common practice at the height of the housing bubble. Though they were never charged with a crime, a federal court insisted they defend the innocence of their money.

They never saw it again. Having cleared the low “probable cause” bar set for seizure by police officers, prosecutors took responsibility for the forfeiture litigation and made short work of persuading a federal judge that the money should be turned over to the government.

Though the court found the drug dog’s “alert” to be of little value, and even though the amount
of marijuana found was minute, the court felt the government had shown by a “preponderance of the evidence” – that is, more likely than not – that the money was connected to illegal activity.

As with 25 percent of the Alabama state cases reviewed in preparing this report, Merritt and Coleman (whose forfeiture proceedings took place in federal court) were never charged with a crime in connection with the event that led to the forfeiture of their property. But because they could not prove that their money had come from “legitimate” sources, they lost it for good. Based solely on “a common sense view of the realities of normal life” – and commenting derisively that neither man wore business attire at the airport – U.S. District Judge William Keith Watkins ruled that the “facts all point to illegal activity,” more specifically, drug trafficking. “People in legitimate businesses, as opposed to drug rings, do not travel with this amount of cash,” Watkins wrote.

Montgomery attorney Joe M. Reed, who represented Coleman and Merritt, is still angry about the case. “Where’s the probable cause here?” he said. “You can’t arrest somebody for carrying an unknown amount of cash. There’s no charge for that. It’s not illegal. In America, you can carry as much cash on you as you can get your hands on.”

Indeed you can. And the government, with vast resources and low legal hurdles, can take it.

**Who are the targets?**

Civil asset forfeiture laws were sold to the public as a way to go after drug kingpins, hitting them where it really hurts by taking the fruits of their illegal activity. But early on, as many law enforcement agencies began to prioritize seizures, journalists and academic researchers began to note that the laws were being used against ordinary people, sometimes in a discriminatory manner.

A 1992 investigation by *The Orlando Sentinel* revealed that nine of every 10 motorists who were stopped and stripped of their cash by police in Volusia County, Florida, were either black or Hispanic, and three out of four were never charged with a crime. In 1994, a researcher observed that the profile of suspects who have their assets seized “differ[s] greatly from those of the drug lords, for whom asset forfeiture strategies were designed.”

A 2009 study found that areas with high income inequality were targeted for civil forfeiture operations, likely because these police departments have limited funding and are inclined to use forfeiture to secure needed revenue.

In Alabama, it is possible to lose a car or cash if police find a marijuana cigarette during a routine traffic stop. Forty-two percent of all the civil asset forfeiture proceedings across the 14 counties studied for this report relate to marijuana offenses. In 18 percent of cases where criminal charges were filed, the charge was simple possession of marijuana and/or paraphernalia. And the median amount taken was about $1,300 – less money than it would typically cost to hire a lawyer to recover it, and certainly not the kind of cash associated with the kingpins who are civil asset forfeiture laws’ intended targets.

**The “Equitable Sharing” program**

Despite the light burden of proof and high likelihood of obtaining a default judgment in state court, Alabama law enforcement officers often prefer to funnel civil asset forfeitures through the federal government’s “equitable sharing” program, where an astonishing 88 percent of civil asset forfeiture cases go uncontested.

In fiscal year 2015, Alabama state, local and joint agencies were awarded $3.1 million in cash and sale proceeds through the program – approximately $816,000 more than they received in state court proceedings.

Between 2000 and 2013, Alabama law enforcement agencies took in more than $75 million in DOJ equitable sharing funds.

Equitable sharing can proceed in two ways, neither of which requires a criminal conviction or even a charge.

The first is when assets are seized by joint task forces that include both state and federal officers, making these assets eligible for equitable sharing. Between 2009 and 2014, according
Racial Disparities

Anyone can have their assets seized under civil forfeiture. But as is generally true in the American criminal justice system, the law itself might be color blind, but that doesn’t guarantee that enforcement is.

A 2017 study of traffic stops from 16 states for which data was available showed that African-American and Hispanic drivers were more than twice as likely as white drivers to be searched in conjunction with traffic stops.1

African Americans are also more likely than whites to be arrested for using drugs, be jailed while awaiting trial, be offered plea deals that include prison time, be struck from jury pools, serve longer sentences for the same offense, be disenfranchised because of felony convictions, and have their probation revoked.2

In Alabama, African Americans make up 54 percent of the prison population3 but only about 27 percent of the state’s population4. They are over-represented in jails at roughly the same rate.5 And, they are four times as likely as whites to be arrested for marijuana possession, despite research showing the two groups use marijuana at roughly the same rate.6

Based on both the limited data on race in this study and interviews with lawyers who represent clients in civil asset forfeiture cases in Alabama, there appear to be racial disparities at work in the use of civil asset forfeiture as well.

Because race is not routinely reported in civil cases, it is impossible to determine the racial breakdown of all individuals whose assets were subject to forfeiture proceedings. However, the study found that in 64 percent of the cases that involved criminal charges, the defendant was African-American, even though African Americans comprise only about 27 percent of Alabama’s population.

Chase Dearman, a Mobile attorney, estimates he has represented more than 50 people in civil forfeiture cases. In one of Dearman’s cases, police seized tens of thousands of dollars from a black man who had just cashed a roughly $100,000 check from a worker’s compensation settlement. The money was still wrapped in bank tape and was contained in a box along with correspondence from the attorney who had represented him in the matter. Police took the money anyway after finding illegal drugs and paraphernalia on the property. Police also took the man’s TV sets; his fiancée’s sunglasses, purses and dresses; the couple’s couches and coffee table; and two paintings off the walls. The items were all eventually returned, though not until Dearman filed a motion to hold the police department in contempt for failing to comply with the court’s order finding the property was not connected to criminal activity.

Another of his African-American clients had money, electronics, furniture and football memorabilia belonging to his cousin, a former University of Alabama football star, seized when police searched his home. Yet another had rent money taken from his wallet because police said he planned to sell pills for which his wife had a valid prescription.

“The law is not inherently racist, but I do believe the practical applications become that way,” said Dearman. “I have never had a Caucasian client who has had a narcotics officer unscrew the TVs from their walls and take them out the front door and confiscate them. However, it is a common occurrence with African-American clients.”

---

1 A 2017 study of traffic stops from 16 states for which data was available showed that African-American and Hispanic drivers were more than twice as likely as white drivers to be searched in conjunction with traffic stops. Frank R. Baumgartner, Leah Christiani, Derek A. Epp, Kevin Roach, and Kelsey Shoub, 2017. “Racial Disparities in Traffic Stop Outcomes.” Duke Forum for Law and Social Change 9: 21-53. www.unc.edu/~fbaum/articles/RacialDisparitiesInTrafficSteps.pdf


to the DOJ, the vast majority of assets obtained through equitable sharing were taken through this process.\textsuperscript{44}

The second is by “adoption,” which allows Alabama law enforcement officers, at their discretion, to request that federal authorities take control of assets seized under state law and outsource the forfeiture to U.S. attorneys to litigate.\textsuperscript{45} When favorable judgments are obtained under either method, the federal government returns up to 80 percent to the Alabama agency that initiated the seizure.

In January 2015, then-U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder issued guidance prohibiting the use of adoption in most instances.\textsuperscript{46} However, his successor, U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions, rolled back these protections in July 2017, saying the shift would “make us more effective at bankrupting organized criminals and at safeguarding the property of law-abiding Americans.”\textsuperscript{47}

Despite Sessions’ assertion, there is ample reason to question whether civil asset forfeiture is an effective crime-fighting measure.

The most recent drug policy report from the Government Accountability Office, subtitled “Lack of Progress on Achieving National Strategy Goals,” points to its failures.\textsuperscript{48} In one recent study, researchers found that, while there is some statistical support for the idea that forfeiture leads to increased crime clearances, the impact is so small as to be immaterial. “The results,” they conclude, “undercut the argument that police retention of forfeiture funds is an essential element in the fight against crime.”\textsuperscript{49} Indeed, in a March 2017 report, the DOJ’s Office of the Inspector General found that in 56 of 100 Drug Enforcement Administration forfeiture cases it examined, “there was no discernible connection between the seizure and the advancement of law enforcement efforts.”\textsuperscript{50} Many of Sessions’ fellow Republicans, including Reps. Justin Amash (Mich.), Tim Walberg (Mich.), Jim Sensenbrenner (Wisc.) and Mark Sanford (S.C.),\textsuperscript{51} and Sens. Rand Paul (Ky.), Mike Lee (Utah) and Mike Crapo (Idaho)\textsuperscript{52} – along with a host of Democrats – disagreed with Sessions’ approach. Following his reinstatement of adoption, they condemned the practice\textsuperscript{53} or introduced various bills and budget amendments intended to severely restrict or end the practice.

**Forum shopping**

Equitable sharing presents an opportunity for forum shopping, where litigants seek to bring their case in the venue where they think they have the greatest likelihood of success.

Prior to the 2015-2017 suspension of federal adoption, Birmingham law enforcement agencies routinely sought adoption. Some officers made a practice of calling federal agencies from arrest scenes to seek permission to have the takings adopted, says former Assistant Jefferson County District Attorney Jerome Dees, who worked on civil forfeiture cases. Federal agencies encouraged this habit by cultivating relationships with local law enforcement agencies, he said.

At the same time, Dees said, Birmingham judges’ stricter-than-average view of the meaning of “reasonable satisfaction” meant that some forfeiture efforts failed, with property being returned and judges scolding police for seizing it in the first place.

Montgomery judges, in general, reportedly also take a strict view of property rights, leading law enforcement agencies there to prefer federal venues for forfeiture cases. Sometimes, they called federal agents from the scene of a seizure to spirit the money away for adoption. Other times, “cross-designated” officers serving simultaneously as state and deputized federal agents, stopped people under state law and seized their money under federal law.

Joe M. Reed, a Montgomery attorney who has represented dozens of clients in civil asset forfeiture proceedings, has challenged both practices and describes adoptive forfeiture as an “illicit money-laundering scheme perpetrated by federal and state law enforcement agencies.”
Following the Money

State prosecutors in Alabama filed 1,591 civil asset forfeiture cases in 2015, seeking approval from state courts to keep cash, vehicles and other items taken by officers from people they suspected of breaking certain laws. In many cases, those suspects were not charged with any crime. This study, based on court records, attempts to track the flow of money seized from Alabamians. It focuses primarily on 14 counties that represent the state’s major urban areas along with sample of rural areas with small populations. The cases filed in the 14 counties comprise 70 percent of the total number filed statewide in 2015.

The bounty

In the 14 counties studied, there were 1,110 civil asset forfeiture cases filed in 2015. Of those, 827 cases were resolved by October 2017 (75 percent), and the courts awarded a total of $2,190,663 in cash.

That money was divided among 70 different entities, mostly city and county agencies. As might be expected, because of its size, the county with the largest amount forfeited was Jefferson ($692,471), followed by Mobile ($565,390) and Madison ($412,739).

The five entities that benefited the most from cases filed in 2015 were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pleasant Grove Police Department</td>
<td>$318,793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Police Department Narcotics and Vice Unit</td>
<td>$221,737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Tuscaloosa</td>
<td>$205,586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile County District Attorney</td>
<td>$169,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham Police Department</td>
<td>$110,414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1,110 forfeiture cases
14 counties
70% of the cases filed in Alabama in 2015
Law enforcement agencies also were awarded 406 weapons, 119 vehicles, 95 electronics items and 274 miscellaneous items, including gambling devices, digital scales, power tools, houses and mobile homes.

Several district attorneys’ offices almost always took a cut of the proceeds – typically 20, 25 or 30 percent – in the cases they handled. Inter-agency drug task forces often received 75 percent or more of the money and property they seized. Courts sometimes essentially awarded themselves a cut of the forfeiture proceeds, ordering court costs and fees paid before passing the money along to the recipient agencies.

Here’s the breakdown of total cash award to each type of entity:

- Police departments, 42.3%
- District attorneys, 20.7%
- Cities, 15.2%
- Drug task forces, 9.7%
- Sheriff’s offices, 9.2%
- State agencies, 2.5%
- Other, 0.4%

In addition to this bounty, law enforcement agencies received $3.1 million in 2015 from assets seized in Alabama and forfeited in the federal courts through the Department of Justice’s “equitable sharing” program. That means that a total of at least $5.3 million was taken from individuals in Alabama – many of them never charged with a crime – and used to supplement the funding of Alabama law enforcement in 2015.

The absence of a link to criminal charges
There is no requirement in Alabama law that a property owner be convicted of a crime – or even charged – in order for the state to forfeit cash or other property seized from that person.

In fact, in 25 percent of the 1,110 cases reviewed in this study, the person whose property was taken was not charged with a crime in connection with the seizure.

The state won the vast majority of those

A Drug Task Force Uses Civil Asset Forfeiture to Make Up for Funding Cuts

Many critics of civil asset forfeiture question whether the process, as generally practiced, serves a legitimate law enforcement purpose – or whether agencies simply see it as a way to generate revenue.

In one case in South Alabama, it appears that a drug task force pursued a deceased man’s house – at his family’s expense – mainly because it needed to shore up its funding when federal grants began to dry up.

The episode began in September 2015, when agents from the 22nd Judicial Circuit Drug Task Force raided Wayne Bonam’s house in Andalusia and found 70 grams of cocaine and more than $18,000 in cash, according to court records.

Prosecutors initiated a forfeiture case against the house and the cash.

Though Bonam died of a heart ailment before he could be tried on the criminal charges, prosecutors proceeded with the forfeiture.

The drug task force, it turned out, needed the money.

Made up of five agents from the Andalusia Police Department, the Covington County Sheriff’s Department and the nearby Opp Police Department, the task force since at least 2008 had taken advantage of federal grants dispensed by the federal government as part of the drug war.

The Covington County Commission, which dispenses money to the task force, received more than $900,000 in grants from the U.S. Department of Justice through the Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs (ADECA) between 2008 and 2017.

In recent years, the funding pool began to run dry. ADECA’s grants to the county, which at their highest totaled $273,366 in fiscal year 2008, dropped steadily to $56,601 in fiscal year 2015 and have continued to decline since then.
County officials were reluctant to shut down the task force. Instead, they turned to civil asset forfeitures to help plug the funding holes.

In 2011, when the county commission received $132,172 in DOJ grant money through ADECA, prosecutors filed zero civil asset forfeiture cases, according to court records.

Two years later – in 2013, after the size of the grant fell to $81,710 – prosecutors brought 13 forfeiture cases based on task force operations. The drug agents cracked down on people buying and selling marijuana, seizing more than $19,000 in cash, three vehicles and five guns. A judge awarded most of the proceeds to prosecutors and the task force itself.

On June 15, 2016, local prosecutors won the forfeiture case against Bonam’s house, even though his survivors contested the forfeiture in court. To win the case, the family would have had to prove that Bonam’s money and house were “innocent.”

Earlier, when it seemed certain prosecutors would prevail, the local newspaper reported that the district attorney had “suggested that the group [task force] use asset forfeiture money … for things such as rent.”

In August 2017, the house was sold at auction for $76,000. Together with Bonam’s cash, the government netted $94,282.

Everyone who had a hand in the forfeiture got a cut. The drug task force received $74,612. The prosecutor’s office walked away with $18,653. Even the court overseeing the proceedings collected $1,017.

Bonam’s survivors, including a 12-year-old son, were left with just bitterness and grief.

“I feel like my brother was an African-American man with a paid-for home,” said his sister Michelle. “You took it. And now, his family – we don’t have nothing.”

“...we don’t have nothing.”

Michelle Bonam

cases – 84 percent – and received $676,790 in cash from people who were not charged with a crime.

Marijuana crimes were a major driver of civil forfeiture proceedings:

- In 42 percent of all cases examined, the alleged offense was related to marijuana.
- In 55 percent of the cases that led to criminal charges, the offenses were related to marijuana.
- In 18 percent of the cases involving criminal charges, the charge was simple possession of marijuana and/or paraphernalia.

**Stacked deck**

In criminal court, prosecutors must prove “beyond a reasonable doubt” that the accused is guilty. But in most civil asset forfeitures, they must show only to the judge’s “reasonable satisfaction” that the property taken was in some way connected to certain illegal activity.

The state rarely loses.

Of the 1,591 cases filed in 2015 across Alabama, 1,196 had been resolved by October 2017. The state won 79 percent of those cases.

In more than half the disposed cases (52 percent), the property owner did not contest the forfeiture, resulting in a default judgment – an easy win – for the state.

This happens for several reasons. Often, the value of the property involved, while it may be an important sum to the person from whom it is taken, is less than the amount
of money it would take to hire a lawyer to contest the forfeiture in court. At the federal level, some studies have shown that nearly 90 percent of forfeitures are uncontested.

This study found that in half of the 1,110 cases examined in 14 Alabama counties, the amount of cash involved was $1,372 or less. That means that, in many cases, defaulting was the most economically sensible option.

Those who attempt to navigate the courts without a lawyer find themselves dealing with a system where pursuing their case can require multiple court appearances, while a single missed deadline or appearance can mean a default judgment in the state’s favor.

In some instances, individuals are in jail awaiting trial when they learn the state has laid claim to their property, or they may be too preoccupied with defending themselves against criminal charges.

Sometimes, they might not even know about the forfeiture proceedings. That’s what happened to Shannon Qualls, who, according to court documents, was locked up in the Calhoun County Jail for possessing marijuana and paraphernalia when he learned that his money had been forfeited by default. “I have become indigent [sic] and I am unable to come up with the funds to start this appeal,” he wrote in an April 12, 2016, letter to the Calhoun Circuit Clerk that became part of the court record. “I have no friends or family who could help me. And I was just wondering how can you confiscate some money with out [sic] being found guilty.”

Qualls went on to write that he never even received notice of the forfeiture proceedings: “I received only a forfeit letter 7 months latter [sic]. Please if you would please help me.”

The clerk couldn’t help him. Qualls’ money – $3,850 – had already been awarded to the Calhoun County Drug Task Force and the district attorney. Qualls pleaded guilty to marijuana possession six months later.

**How was the money used by law enforcement agencies?**

There is no state law in Alabama that requires law enforcement agencies to account for how they use the civil asset forfeiture process. They do not have to report the money they receive or how they spend it.

In an effort to obtain records that might show how the money was spent, Alabama Appleseed and the SPLC submitted public records requests to more than 100 law enforcement agencies, municipal entities and state departments.

The responses revealed little. Most of the agencies simply ignored the request. Some refused to provide any information.

A private attorney writing on behalf of the Montgomery County Sheriff’s Office, for example, called the request to see 10 years of financial data on civil forfeitures and other items “outrageous” and estimated it would cost approximately $100,000 in time and labor.

A deputy district attorney with the Birmingham division of the Jefferson County District Attorney’s Office wrote: “The State objects to the request as it would have an irreversible impact upon the security or safety of persons and disclosure of which would otherwise be detrimental to the best interests of the public.”

Pat Jones, the Houston County district attorney – whose office was awarded $17,380 in 2015 alone – said in a phone call that he had
located a 2004 memo created by his predecessor saying the proceeds of forfeitures were to be split between the district attorney and law enforcement. He said he had no spreadsheets or other documentation about income from forfeiture proceedings. He promised to send the memo, but never did so.

Ashley Rich, the Mobile County district attorney, sent spreadsheets showing monthly income from forfeitures and the salaries she paid to staffers dedicated to handling civil asset forfeiture cases. She also provided a letter she had sent to a local police department to update it on a 2014 law expanding the circumstances under which property could be seized for civil forfeiture.

The city of Glencoe sent a handwritten fax reading, “We do not have any of this.”

A few agencies produced documents showing how the proceeds are divided among local entities. For example, an email from an assistant district attorney in the 12th Judicial Circuit, encompassing Pike and Coffee counties, said that forfeiture proceeds from the circuit’s Drug and Violent Crime Task Force can be “utilize[d]” in the “respective budgets” of the participating agencies.

One agency did provide much of the information requested.

An assistant to Michael O’Dell, district attorney for the 9th Judicial Circuit (Cherokee and DeKalb Counties), provided documents going back 10 years for the Cherokee County Narcotics Seizure Account, showing all deposits and payments from civil asset forfeiture proceeds. As of Nov. 3, 2017, the account contained $14,037. Payments included large checks to the sheriff’s department, as well as court costs, undefined “analysis charges,” usually totaling less than $30, and other items.

In cases filed in 2015, Cherokee and DeKalb agencies received a total of approximately $21,300, according this study. It’s unclear whether the account above included all of the funds received through civil forfeiture in the two counties.

O’Dell also sent a 2010 document, titled “Cherokee-DeKalb County Seizure Parameters,” that outlines when and how seizures should be undertaken in the jurisdiction.

In addition to setting out the conditions that would make a seizure defensible in court, the memo admonishes, “If it feels like you shouldn’t be allowed to seize the vehicle for the severity of drug crime you can prove in court, then don’t. For example, you shouldn’t be seizing a brand new Corvette just because you caught a guy with no known prior criminal history with a quarter-gram inside.”
Alabama Open Records Law Inadequate for Tracking Flow of Cash

When it comes to tracking the flow of money seized from civilians and awarded to law enforcement under Alabama’s civil asset forfeiture law, the state’s open records law is woefully inadequate.

There is no single agency, for example, from which an individual, policymaker or researcher can obtain this information. In fact, there is no repository of the information anywhere.

This study was costly, both in time and money. It required hundreds of hours of research time, the writing of a computer program to capture information online, and the expenditure of about $2,000 for individual court records.

Ten researchers examined court records one at a time to build a data set. It was the only way to see where seized property went after a judge approved the forfeiture.

Then, when the money was traced to law enforcement agencies and other entities, each one had to be asked separately – in requests submitted under the state’s open records law – for various documents, most notably those that showed how the money was used.

Researchers sent records requests to 138 agencies, including some that were not in the 14 counties studied. Only 38 agencies responded. Most agencies either could not or would not say how they spent the approximately $2.2 million identified as having been forfeited in 14 counties in cases filed in 2015.

“It is estimated that to comply with your request would cost Alabama Appleseed approximately $100,000 in time and labor. ... Of course, we would require Alabama Appleseed to get a surety bond ahead of time to cover the above described cost. ... The Montgomery County Sheriff’s Department is very short handed and under-funded. The primary constitutional requirement of the Sheriff is to protect its citizens. Crime is up in Montgomery County and the above is the only thing the Sheriff will do to accommodate your request.”

An attorney for the Montgomery County Sheriff’s Department, in a letter dated Nov. 29, 2017
“The State objects to the request as it would have an irreversible impact upon the security or safety of persons and disclosure of which would otherwise be detrimental to the best interests of the public.”


“There is no documentation of a specific plan for the money other than it is to be used for law enforcement.”

Pleasant Grove Department of Public Safety, in a letter postmarked Dec. 5, 2017 (With an income of $318,793, all of which was taken during a single incident, the city of about 10,000 was the top recipient of cash seized in 2015.)

“[T]he Andalusia Police Department does not have any of the documents that you have requested.”

An attorney for the Andalusia Police Department, in a letter dated Nov. 30, 2017

“We do not have any of this.”

City of Glencoe, in a handwritten fax dated Dec. 4, 2017
CASH FORFEITED
The total amount of cash that courts awarded to local law enforcement agencies in civil asset forfeitures cases filed within the county in 2015.

DEFAULTS
The percentage of disposed cases in which the property was awarded to government agencies after the owner failed to contest the forfeiture.

NO CRIMINAL CHARGES
The percentage of forfeiture cases filed in the county in which the property owner was not charged with a crime connected to the forfeiture case.
County-by-County Data on Civil Asset Forfeiture in Alabama

This study examined all civil asset forfeiture cases filed in 14 Alabama counties during 2015. The 1,110 cases comprised 70 percent of all such cases filed that year. Of those cases, there were final dispositions in 827 by October 2017, resulting in nearly $2.2 million being awarded to agencies in those counties. The following county-by-county data is arranged in order of the counties that received the most cash in forfeiture cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Total Forfeiture</th>
<th>Cash Forfeited</th>
<th>Defaults</th>
<th>No Criminal Charges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson</td>
<td>$692,471</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuscaloosa</td>
<td>$274,115</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covington</td>
<td>$22,042</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Clair</td>
<td>$14,110</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montgomery</td>
<td>$9,074</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>$565,391</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>$86,066</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calhoun</td>
<td>$20,164</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pike</td>
<td>$13,598</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion</td>
<td>$7,730</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison</td>
<td>$412,739</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby</td>
<td>$41,695</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montgomery</td>
<td>$19,247</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dekalb</td>
<td>$12,224</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total forfeiture cases in 14 counties: 1,110 (70% of cases statewide)
Total cash forfeited: $2,190,663
No criminal charges: 25%
Other items forfeited:
- 406 weapons
- 119 vehicles
- 95 electronic items
- 274 miscellaneous items (including gambling devices, digital scales, power tools and mobile homes)
The largest drivers of civil forfeiture in the county were the drug units at the county’s two major law enforcement agencies. In 72% of the cases where criminal charges were filed against the property owner, the charges were related to marijuana. In 72% of all cases linked to criminal charges, the person charged was black (county is 36% black).

WHERE THE MONEY WENT

Mobile Police Department Narcotics and Vice Unit $221,737
Mobile County District Attorney $169,226
Mobile County Street Enforcement Narcotics Team $74,095
Mobile County Sheriff’s Office Narcotics and Vice Unit $57,123
Alabama Department of Forensic Sciences $25,425
Mobile Police Department Tactical Intelligence Detail $9,341
Saraland Police Department $2,904
Citronelle Police Department $2,410
Prichard Police Department $1,276
Dauphin Island Police Department $1,008
Alabama Law Enforcement Agency $846

231 CASES CLOSED
$565,391 FORFEITED CASH AWARDED BY JUDGES
$293,532 CASH FORFEITED FROM INDIVIDUALS NOT CRIMINALLY CHARGED

OTHER FORFEITED ITEMS
129 WEAPONS
30 VEHICLES
36 ELECTRONIC ITEMS
38 MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
MADISON COUNTY

The Counterdrug Team’s Special Activities Fund was awarded $5,660. It’s unclear what this fund is for. For half of the civil forfeiture cases linked to criminal charges, the offense involved marijuana. In 24% of the cases linked to criminal charges, the allegations involved opioids. In 72% of all cases linked to criminal charges, the person charged was black (county is 24% black).
JEFFERSON COUNTY

A major story in 2015 was the seizure of $333,564 from a defendant who pleaded guilty to drug trafficking. Though the federal government took over the criminal case, the forfeiture of cash, guns and property went through state court. In 77% of all cases linked to criminal charges, the person charged was black (county is 43% black). In 48% of the cases where criminal charges were filed against the property owner, the offense involved marijuana.

WHERE THE MONEY WENT

City of Pleasant Grove Police Department $318,793
Birmingham Police Department $110,414
Ivondale Police Department $65,660
Jefferson County District Attorney $62,111
Vestavia Hills Police Department $29,978
Jefferson County District Attorney-Bessemer $22,122
Homewood Police Department $16,773
Hueytown Police Department $15,975
Hoover Police Department $10,000
Alabama General Fund $12,363
Bessemer Police Department $7,891
Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office $7,270

Alabama State Bar Client Security Fund $4,273
Trussville Police Department $3,889
Mountain Brook Police Department $2,245
Gardendale Police Department $2,143
Shelby County Drug Enforcement Task Force $572

68 CASES CLOSED
$692,471 FORFEITTED CASH AWARDED BY JUDGES
$185,545 CASH FORFEITED FROM INDIVIDUALS NOT CRIMINALLY CHARGED

OTHER FORFEITED ITEMS
33 WEAPONS
13 VEHICLES
124 MISC. ITEMS
TUSCALOOSA COUNTY

In 199 out of 221 cases, the court awarded cash and property to the West Alabama Narcotics Task Force and the city of Tuscaloosa. In 69% of all cases linked to criminal charges, the person charged was black (county is 32% black). In 68 percent of civil forfeiture cases linked to criminal charges, the offense involved marijuana.

WHERE THE MONEY WENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City of Tuscaloosa</td>
<td>$205,586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuscaloosa County District Attorney</td>
<td>$68,529</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOUSTON COUNTY

Though the Dothan Police Department often received a large percentage of funds awarded by the judge in forfeiture proceedings, it was also often ordered to pay court costs out of that amount. In 61% of all cases linked to criminal charges, the person charged was black (county is 27% black).

WHERE THE MONEY WENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dothan Police Department</td>
<td>$43,688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston County District Attorney’s Office</td>
<td>$17,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston County Sheriff’s Office</td>
<td>$11,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama State Bureau of Investigation</td>
<td>$8,378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cottonwood Police Department</td>
<td>$4,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

53 CASES CLOSED
$86,066 FORFEITED CASH AWARDED BY JUDGES
$16,016 CASH FORFEITED FROM INDIVIDUALS NOT CRIMINALLY CHARGED

OTHER FORFEITED ITEMS
1 FIREARM

STATE’S WINNING PERCENTAGE
85%

CASES WHERE CRIMINAL CHARGES NOT FILED AGAINST PROPERTY OWNER
14%

DISPOSED CASES RESULTING IN DEFAULT JUDGMENT
68%
SHELBY COUNTY

The Shelby County Drug Enforcement Task Force is the clearly major driver of asset forfeiture in Shelby County. In 38% of all cases linked to criminal charges, the person charged was black (county is 12% black).

WHERE THE MONEY WENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Police Department</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shelby County Drug Enforcement Task Force</td>
<td>$31,690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calera Police Department</td>
<td>$787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irondale Police Department</td>
<td>$6,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoover Police Department</td>
<td>$1,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelham Police Department</td>
<td>$1,817</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STATE’S WINNING PERCENTAGE: 87%

CASES WHERE CRIMINAL CHARGES NOT FILED AGAINST PROPERTY OWNER: 21%

DISPOSED CASES RESULTING IN DEFAULT JUDGMENT: 65%

38 CASES CLOSED

$41,695 FORFEITED CASH AWARDED BY JUDGES

$4,000 CASH FORFEITED FROM INDIVIDUALS NOT CRIMINALLY CHARGED

OTHER FORFEITED ITEMS

5 FIREARMS
Judges in Calhoun County appeared more likely to dismiss civil forfeiture cases than those in other counties. Those dismissed cases are generally victories for the property owners. In 65% of all cases linked to criminal charges, the person charged was black (county is 21% black). In 70 percent of the civil cases linked to criminal charges, the offense involved marijuana.

WHERE THE MONEY WENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weaver Police Department</td>
<td>$7,326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calhoun/Cleburne County Drug Task Force</td>
<td>$6,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piedmont Police Department</td>
<td>$4,286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventh Judicial Circuit District Attorney</td>
<td>$2,016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19 CASES CLOSED
$20,164 FORFEITED CASH AWARDED BY JUDGES
$3,000 CASH FORFEITED FROM INDIVIDUALS NOT CRIMINALLY CHARGED

OTHER FORFEITED ITEMS
5 WEAPONS
2 VEHICLES
8 MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
COVINGTON COUNTY

The 22nd Circuit Judicial Drug Task Force seized two pieces of real estate. Seizing real property is lucrative but uncommon in the other counties reviewed. One of the properties, seized from a black man who died during criminal proceedings, was sold in 2017 for $76,000. In the county’s two other forfeiture cases, the individuals charged with crimes related to the forfeiture action were white (county is 13% black).

WHERE THE MONEY WENT

| Office of The District Attorney of the 22nd Judicial Circuit | $4,408 |
| 22nd Judicial Circuit Drug Task Force                          | $17,634 |

3 CASES CLOSED
$22,042 FORFEITED CASH AWARDED BY JUDGES
$0 CASH FORFEITED FROM INDIVIDUALS NOT CRIMINALLY CHARGED
OTHER FORFEITED ITEMS
2 PIECES OF REAL ESTATE
Montgomery County

Despite Montgomery County’s 2015 population of 226,519, relatively little civil asset forfeiture activity appears in the court record here. Police seized five firearms from property owners who were not charged with crimes but seized no cash from people who were not charged with crimes. In 77% of all cases linked to criminal charges, the person charged was black (county is 58% black).

Where the Money Went

- Montgomery Police Department: $12,885
- District Attorney’s Office for the Fifteenth Judicial Circuit: $3,553
- Montgomery County Sheriff’s Office: $2,808

- 30 cases closed
- $19,247 forfeited cash awarded by judges
- $0 cash forfeited from individuals not criminally charged
- Other forfeited items:
  - 24 weapons
  - 1 vehicle
  - 10 electronic items

State’s Winning Percentage: 87%

Cases where criminal charges not filed against property owner: 21%

Disposed cases resulting in default judgment: 60%
ST. CLAIR COUNTY

The St. Clair County Sheriff’s Office seized a large cache of weapons, consisting of 82 firearms, which were ordered destroyed, and three vehicles. In three of the seven cases linked to criminal charges (43%), the person charged was black (county is 10% black).

WHERE THE MONEY WENT

State Bureau of Investigation of the ALEA $6,600
St. Clair County Sheriff’s Office $4,427
Moody Police Department $3,083
In one case here, law enforcement seized $986 and a judge ordered $876 of it returned to the defendant. However, because the respondent had outstanding court costs for other cases, the judge applied the $876 to those costs in other cases in Pike County. In three of the eight cases linked to criminal charges (38%), the person charged was black (county is 38% black).
DEKALB COUNTY

The court took a considerable cut of forfeiture proceeds. Final orders in eight of 14 total cases included court costs paid directly from the proceeds. Court records were unclear about the final disposition of an additional $8,077 in seized cash. Nine of the 11 property owners charged with crimes here were white and one was Hispanic (county is 2% black).

WHERE THE MONEY WENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dekalb County Commission/Dekalb County Drug and Major Crime Task Force</td>
<td>$8,078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeKalb County Civil Court</td>
<td>$3,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Collinsville</td>
<td>$989</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHERE THE MONEY WENT

85% STATE’S WINNING PERCENTAGE

21% CASES WHERE CRIMINAL CHARGES NOT FILED AGAINST PROPERTY OWNER

77% DISPOSED CASES RESULTING IN DEFAULT JUDGMENT

13 CASES CLOSED
$12,224 FORFEITED CASH AWARDED BY JUDGES
$2,867 CASH FORFEITED FROM INDIVIDUALS NOT CRIMINALLY CHARGED

OTHER FORFEITED ITEMS
16 FIREARMS
4 VEHICLES
8 ELECTRONIC ITEMS
2 DIGITAL SCALES
In at least three cases here, judges handed down atypical consent judgments in which the respondent was allowed to pay a certain amount of money to the Sheriff’s Department in order to get property back. In 11% of cases linked to criminal charges, the person charged was black (county is 4% black).

**WHERE THE MONEY WENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leesburg Police Department</td>
<td>$7,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee County Sheriff’s Department</td>
<td>$1,874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 38% of cases linked to criminal charges, the person charged was black (county is 4% black).

WHERE THE MONEY WENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marion County Sheriff’s Department</td>
<td>$386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton Police Department</td>
<td>$1,814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion County District Attorney</td>
<td>$1,291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear Creek Police Department</td>
<td>$3,827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brilliant Police Department</td>
<td>$315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winfield Police Department</td>
<td>$97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13 CASES CLOSED

$7,730 FORFEITED CASH AWARDED BY JUDGES

$0 CASH FORFEITED FROM INDIVIDUALS NOT CRIMINALLY CHARGED

OTHER FORFEITED ITEMS

3 FIREARMS
7 VEHICLES
Police Abuses

Civil asset forfeiture is not only fundamentally unfair to property owners and a violation of their due process rights, it also perverts the basic functions of law enforcement by incentivizing officers to seek revenue instead of enforcing the law to protect the public from criminal activity. The following are two examples of agencies that seized money but apparently failed to even follow the rules of civil asset forfeiture as they are set out in current state law.

Castleberry
More than a dozen people are suing the town of Castleberry and its former police chief, Tracy Hawsey, for various alleged abuses, including the improper “conversion” of personal assets into police ones. The practice apparently began in 2015, when the Conecuh County hamlet enacted an ordinance allowing police to charge $500 to release towed vehicles that were found to be transporting any quantity of drugs, even prescription drugs if they were not in the name of a person in the car.

The town allegedly set up a speed trap, and police started pulling vehicles over, searching and impounding them. Some people had to walk miles to ATMs to come up with the cash to get their vehicles back.

According to a lawsuit filed by attorney Richard Nix, Hawsey and his force also made a practice of taking cash from individuals they pulled over, claiming – as is common in civil forfeiture cases – that it smelled of drugs or otherwise was connected to illegal activity. Nix’s clients say the cash was paid directly to Hawsey, who sometimes declined to give receipts and other times offered handwritten receipts on scraps of paper. The town has moved to have the lawsuit dismissed, claiming immunity from prosecution. Hawsey’s lawyer has made the same argument.

Extraordinarily, Nix says, Castleberry law enforcement often failed to even file paperwork to commence forfeiture proceedings on the seized cash. “[T]hey didn’t avail themselves of the civil forfeiture statutes or even try that. So it’s a step beyond,” he said. “I’m stunned by it.”

The town is also reeling. According to AL.com, publicity stemming from Nix’s lawsuit led drivers to avoid the speed trap, triggering a steep decline in the number of tickets issued each day. Hawsey has been fired and the mayor under whom he operated is no longer in office. Even before incurring legal bills, the declining town was thousands of dollars in debt, and at a December 2017 town hall meeting, the new mayor told angry residents the police department might have to close. “[I]f y’all want to bankrupt the city by continuing to have a police department that’s fine by me,” he said.

Mobile
For more than two decades, police in Mobile failed to follow proper procedure in seeking the forfeiture of cash taken from individuals they arrested, according to Mobile County District Attorney Ashley Rich, who spoke to Appleseed for this report.

When the district attorney’s office noticed this, it initiated proceedings to have the cash – some of it taken from the wallets of people who never returned to claim their property – legally turned over to the state. The prosecutor’s office received $162,615 of the cash.

Rich says her office has since instituted a process by which property that has gone unclaimed for five years can be legally transferred to the state if a judge signs off on it.
Despite having been called out by the county’s top law enforcement officer, it is unclear that Mobile police have reined in improper practices regarding civil asset forfeiture.

Mobile attorney Chase Dearman, who estimates he has represented more than 50 people in civil asset forfeiture cases, said he recently discovered that Mobile police were routinely executing search warrants outside the city without being deputized by the sheriff to whom those warrants were directed.

An unknown number of forfeiture cases have been based on searches executed by undeputized city police. In 2013, for instance, two members of the Mobile City Police Department executed a search warrant at the Mobile County home of William Anderson. According to court records, they found no drugs at the residence, but they did take $15,140 in cash and a digital scale. They arrested Anderson and charged him with distribution of a controlled substance based on other evidence, and commenced a forfeiture action against the money.

Anderson pushed back, and with help from Dearman, he won his case and got his money back. “We cannot agree that the good-faith exception applies to permit a municipal officer to execute a search warrant directed to the county sheriff,” the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals wrote in its decision. The officer’s “reliance on what appears to be an illegal practice of the Mobile City Police Department is not reasonable.”

For more than two decades, police in Mobile failed to follow proper procedures when seeking the forfeiture of more than $160,000 seized from individuals they arrested.
The Landscape for Reform

With its well-documented potential for abuse and potentially devastating consequences, civil asset forfeiture is ripe for an overhaul. Indeed, many states have already implemented laws abolishing the practice or severely curtailing opportunities for misuse.

On the federal level, concerns over civil asset forfeiture have come from across the ideological spectrum. U.S. Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas questioned the practice in 2017, writing that the system “has led to egregious and well-chronicled abuses.”

The same year, Rep. Tulsi Gabbard, a Democrat from Hawaii, observed that civil forfeiture “does not discriminate between the innocent and the guilty” but instead “places the responsibility on private citizens to prove their innocence rather than put the appropriate burden on law enforcement to prove guilt.”

Animated by similar concerns, members of Congress have made numerous proposals for reform.

- In September 2017, the majority-Republican U.S. House of Representatives unanimously approved three amendments to an appropriations bill that would have completely defunded adoptive seizures and forfeitures. The bill’s fate was uncertain at press time, but in addition to receiving approval from every House member who voted, the amendments were supported by an unusual coalition of 24 organizations from across the ideological spectrum, including the Institute for Justice, the American Conservative Union, Americans for Prosperity, the American Civil Liberties Union, the Drug Policy Alliance and the NAACP.

- The Fifth Amendment Integrity Restoration (FAIR) Act, proposed by Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky) and Rep. Tim Walberg (R-Mich), would abolish the federal equitable sharing program altogether, redirect forfeiture proceeds to the general fund, provide for attorneys for indigent individuals challenging civil asset forfeitures, and raise the standard from “preponderance of the evidence” to the much stricter “clear and convincing evidence.”

- The Deterring Undue Enforcement by Protecting Rights of Citizens from Excessive Searches and Seizures (DUE PROCESS) Act, proposed by Rep. Jim Sensenbrenner (R-Wisc.), would enhance protections for innocent owners and make other changes to the federal civil asset forfeiture system.

Many states have taken meaningful steps to reform their own civil asset forfeiture laws as well, by:

- Abolishing civil asset forfeiture: Nebraska and New Mexico have abolished civil asset forfeiture entirely, replacing it with criminal forfeiture, as proposed in the “Recommendations” section of this report.

- Raising the standard of proof: Many states have raised the standard of proof and linked civil asset forfeitures to criminal proceedings. States including California, Connecticut, Iowa, Ohio, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Oregon and Vermont require criminal convictions (though not necessarily of the property’s owner) in most cases, with varying standards of proof for associated civil asset forfeiture proceedings.

- Protecting innocent owners: Fifteen states, including Mississippi and Florida, protect innocent owners by shifting the burden
of proof to the government in all instances, in keeping with the notion of “innocent until proven guilty.” In Alabama, protection for innocent owners (people whose property is allegedly used by someone else in connection with criminal activity) varies depending on the statute under which the forfeiture proceeds.

- **Reducing financial incentives:** Indiana, Maine, Maryland, Missouri, New Mexico, North Carolina and Wisconsin, along with the District of Columbia, have reduced the financial incentives by completely redirecting forfeiture proceeds away from law enforcement coffers. And seven states plus the District of Columbia have passed laws severely limiting state and local agencies’ ability to participate in the federal equitable sharing program.

- **Improving transparency:** To acquire the facts and data that underpin this report, Alabama Appleseed and the SPLC spent hundreds of hours sorting through legal records and engaged a computer programmer to scrape information from Alabama’s subscription-only trial court database. But 14 states, including neighboring Georgia, plus the District of Columbia are required to put forfeiture records online, making it comparatively easy for the public to hold the government accountable for its forfeiture activity.
Recommendations

Alabama’s civil asset forfeiture process encourages policing for profit rather than the pursuit of justice. It opens the door to abuse and erodes trust in law enforcement. And, as this report demonstrates, it strips the due process and property rights from vulnerable individuals – many of whom may be innocent of any wrongdoing and without the financial means to defend against the forfeiture. It’s time for Alabama to end this exploitative practice and to protect the fundamental rights of its residents, as numerous other states have done. Lawmakers should enact the following recommendations to achieve this objective.

**PROTECT DUE PROCESS AND PROPERTY RIGHTS**

**End civil asset forfeiture and replace it with criminal asset forfeiture.**

Require that the forfeiture process occur within the criminal case. This mandate means the government must prove that the individual whose property was taken was actually convicted of a crime beyond a reasonable doubt, and that the property seized was the product of, or that it facilitated, that crime. This places the burden back where it belongs – on the state – and at the appropriate higher level of proof. And because individuals are entitled to counsel in criminal proceedings, it would ensure that no one would be forced to navigate a high-stakes legal battle without legal assistance. This step would protect Alabamians’ property rights while ensuring that government could still collect the proceeds of criminal activity.

**Protect innocent property owners.**

Create a process in which property owners can promptly challenge a seizure and/or assert that he did not know or consent to the use of the property in an alleged crime. Require the government to return the property to the owner unless it proves that the owner knew the property was the product of, or that it facilitated, the crime giving rise to the forfeiture. This change would protect the rights of individuals who had property wrongly seized, and protect innocent owners whose property was used in alleged criminal activity without their knowledge or consent.
CREATE TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Mandate reporting.
Require annual, centralized reporting of all seizures and forfeitures and what law enforcement agencies spend forfeiture proceeds on. There currently is no requirement that law enforcement agencies report what they’ve taken from the public. It’s time for Alabama to bring sunlight to its forfeiture program.

REMOVE PROFIT MOTIVE

Disincentivize policing for profit.
Require the government to distribute forfeiture proceeds to the state’s general fund budget instead of allowing law enforcement agencies to keep them. This reform would help remove the profit motive from the practice of forfeiture, creating needed protection even under the unified criminal asset forfeiture process proposed in this report.

REIN IN FEDERAL ABUSES

Prohibit use of the federal civil forfeiture program.
Prohibit Alabama law enforcement from receiving proceeds from federal forfeiture actions. Like Alabama’s civil forfeiture program, the federal civil forfeiture program has a history of abuse. Until the federal government’s forfeiture programs include the basic protections recommended above, the best way to protect Alabamians’ due process and property rights is to prohibit receipt of proceeds from the program by Alabama law enforcement.
Alaska Appleseed Center for Law and Justice and the SPLC designed this study to follow the flow of assets seized from their original property owners by law enforcement agencies and to measure the volume of such transactions in terms of cash amounts and number of seized assets other than cash.

The researchers studied cases brought in calendar year 2015 because of the high number of such cases that would have final dispositions by October 2017, when the information was gathered. Disposed cases offer more information to study than active cases, and civil forfeiture cases often end with court orders that are substantively similar across the vast majority of such cases, meaning there is a single document in each case to collect and compare. Containing the search to a calendar year was necessary for uniformity given the search function limitations of Alacourt, which provides online access to court records.

The researchers used a software program to draw information from Alacourt under the categories that the system uses to sort and identify legal cases. These categories included date filed, county, trial type, court action date, last update, judge, case type, case status, court action, judgment for and style (case name). The program collected only cases from 2015. The data was filtered by case type to identify cases marked “FORF-FORFEITURE” and “COND-CONDEMNATION,” which are designations for civil asset forfeiture cases in Alabama. The statistical findings of the study were based on this dataset.

The data also helped us identify which of Alabama’s 67 counties would be most fruitful for further investigation. Fourteen counties were selected for further analysis, and the researchers collected final court orders in those counties. Seven of the counties contained the largest urban areas in the state, and seven were rural. This subset also included the five counties with the highest number of civil asset forfeiture cases in 2015. The number of cases in the 14 counties (1,110) represented approximately 70 percent of all such cases filed in 2015 in Alabama (1,591).

To collect final order documents, Alacourt’s “party search” function was used to identify all the cases in a given county filed in 2015 for which “State of Alabama” or “State of Ala” was recorded as the plaintiff, a characteristic that held true for all such cases. The searches returned dozens of records that were examined to determine whether a case was a civil forfeiture case and whether it was active or disposed – and then to find, read and download the final order in the cases that were disposed.

The researchers next investigated whether criminal charges were filed against those whose property was forfeited. They used Alacourt’s “party search” function but removed all limitations such as “year filed” and “party type,” and selected the county in which the civil forfeiture case was filed. The names of the property owners identified in each of the 1,110 cases in the 14
counties were searched. If the search returned
criminal cases filed in district or circuit courts,
the offense dates and narrative information
contained in those filings were compared with
the dates and narrative information in the civil
complaint that initiated the civil asset forfei-
ture case. If the dates and narrative information
in both cases indicated clearly that the criminal
charges and the civil forfeiture case resulted
from the same incident, the criminal case
numbers were recorded in a table alongside
the corresponding civil asset forfeiture case
number. In such cases, the race of the prop-
erty owner and whether the criminal charges
dealt with marijuana, opioid or weapons were
also recorded. If the search returned no crim-
iln charges matching the dates and narrative
information in the civil forfeiture complaint,
“N/A” was recorded under the column header
“criminal charges.” Finally, to ensure that all
cases bearing “N/A” designation did not cor-
respond to any criminal charges in Alacourt’s
database, we searched each of the 273 “N/A”
cases again without any restrictions.
The researchers were unable to search
municipal court cases using this system, but,
as municipal court jurisdiction is limited to
misdemeanors and traffic cases, they do not
expect this omission to have significantly
affected the results.

Data collection for the study ended in Nov.
20, 2017, with the exception of responses to
public records requests, which were tracked
through Dec. 22. Responses received after
that date could not be included in the results.
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